The paper reports the results of tests carried out for kinematic properties determination of components under cyclic loading. DIC system called 5M PONTOS was employed to follow variations of displacement versus time. It was conducted by the use of markers stuck on selected sections of components tested. The results are presented in 2D and 3D coordinate systems expressing behaviour of such elements as: mechanical coupling device, boat frame and car engine. These data enabled to capture weak and strong sections of the component examined at various loading conditions.
INTRODUCTION
Digital Image Correlation (DIC) method is the contactless technique, which has been developed in the last 15 years. Application of new mathematical algorithms and great progress in CCD (Charge-Coupled Device) cameras quality have enabled designing the effective DIC systems. Equations for determination of solid bodies deformation have been employed to follow differences on a sprayed grey background having black dots stochastically arranged (Chu et al., 1985; Bornert et al., 2009; Long et al., 2012) . On the basis of these data the components of displacement can be calculated directly, and subsequently, the full-field strain maps elaborated. As it is noticed by many research groups, this method can be applied for examination of various types of specimens such as: flat (Toussaint et al., 2008) , tubular and hourglass (Kamaya and Kawakubo, 2011) and CT.
SELECTED ACHIEVEMENTS IN DIC APPLICATION
DIC technique can be used to measure strain distribution on flat specimen under biaxial stress state, even for unidirectional carbon fibre-reinforced epoxy composite [+45°/0°/-45°/90°]2s (Gower and Shaw, 2006) . As it was investigated by the authors the DIC results are similar to data from FEA (Finite Element Analysis) and strain gauge measurements, Fig. 1a .
DIC method enables to follow evaluation of the strain distribution close to various types of defects (natural and artificial) and capturing important features appearing before material fracture (Szymczak et al., 2016a, b ). Young's modulus (E), yield point (YP) and ultimate tensile strength (UTS) can be determined by means of DIC method (Szymczak et al., 2016b) . It was also confirmed later for a high-strength steel called the S700 MC, Fig. 1b .
DIC technique can be also used for determination of the kinematic properties of various elements. In this case, DIC uses markers stuck on selected zones of components tested, Fig. 2 . They are in the form of white-black dots covered very often by reflected layer. Their arrangement is usually formulated on the basis of geometrical axes of the object examined. Dimensions of markers (GOM) are within a range from 0.4 mm to 25 mm. They can be calculated using geometrical features of DIC system and test details like a dimension of the measurement zone in the 0x axis direction and a value of coefficient depending on the system applied: 0.0004 (4 and 5M PON-TOS), 0.002 (12M PONTOS) and 0.4 mm (for high speed cameras). Typical DIC system contains two cameras (stereo device), working stations and calibration equipment (Fig. 3) . Application of the 5M PONTOS requires calibration stage, which should be directly conducted before the main test. This part of experimental procedure employs cross (Fig. 3a) or plate ( Fig. 3b) having measurements dots located at various orientation in 3D coordinate system. The smallest sensor is called CQ 10×8
[mm] and enables observation of the measuring zone from 9×7 [mm] up to 12×10 [mm] . The biggest one is signed as CC20 2000×1600 [mm] and it is used for the measuring volume of 1600/1300 [mm] × 2300/1900 [mm]. These zones are followed by the use of CCD camera chip at resolution of 2448×2050 pixels. Maximum sampling rate at typical configuration is equal to 15 Hz and 29 Hz with binning. The equipment is positioned in the centre of the measurement zone, and it is subjected to movements and rotations reflecting possible location of the object (www.gom.com).
In the case of 5M PONTOS two kinds of markers can be applied. Typically, when lightening conditions are acceptable, black dots on a white background can be used. In the opposite case the markers with a fluorescence layer are recommended. Their diameters can be equal to: 0.4 mm, 0.8 mm, 1.5 mm, 3 mm, 5 mm, 8 mm, 12 mm, 18 mm and 25 mm. They are selected applying multiplication of length of measuring volume and coefficient, which is equal to 0.004 for the 5M PONTOS (www.gom.com).
A number of data in the form displacement versus time is limited by the number of photos for recording. Therefore, all tests under cyclic loading should have clearly selected stages for displacement analysis.
The 5M PONTOS device was used to determine deformation and vibration of a large-volume tractor tyre during dynamic test (Brinkmann et al., 2007) . Vertical mode shape on the top reversal point of the tyre was elaborated on the basis of directions and magnitude of displacement determined for each measuring point.
An analysis of the airplane wing under cyclic loading is another external application of DIC system (Berger et al., 2010) . Variations of displacement in 3D coordinate system versus frequency were presented and compared with data recorded using accelerometer. Differences between the results captured by both techniques were significant. They were within a range from 0% to 7.38% for seven measurement points taken into account. It has to be mentioned however, that for some other points it was much higher.
The DIC technique was also successfully applied for identification of a shape mode of the wind turbine blade (Bagersada et al., 2012). The results of the wind parameters analysis at the beginning and subsequent stages enabled identification of free vibration. Two modes of shape were extracted and compared with their form before excitation.
DIC was also used for capturing of kinematic parameters of the NASA vehicle conception called The Scarab (Creager et al., 2015) . Tracking of each wheel was executed by means of the PONTOS system. This work supplements in a certain way the previous knowledge regarding the research possibilities of DIC.
EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE
Testing procedure was designed to check suitability of the 5M PONTOS for detection of displacement components in 2D and 3D measurements of various structural elements such as: mechanical coupling device, car engine, and boat frame. Various types of loading were applied to enforce a movement of structural elements tested.
Symmetrical signal of cyclic force was applied for examination of the coupling device up to 2×10 6 cycles, Fig. 4 . An amplitude of the force signal was calculated using the following relationship:
where: D -force declared by the producer. According to the standard (Regulation No 55) its magnitude is defined by the following expression:
where: m C -vehicle mass, m T -trailer mass; g -acceleration due to gravity. Parameters of the coupling device are detailed on its technical specification. A frequency of the cyclic force is determined on the basis of working conditions of structural components taken into account. Here, it was equal to 10 Hz. According to the standard (Regulation No 55) the maximum frequency should be lower than 35 Hz. An angle of the force is determined by the relationship between a centre of the coupling ball and a horizontal line passing through the fixing point of the coupling device which is the highest of the nearest. If the line is above the ball centre, the test shall be conducted at an angle +15°±1° (Fig. 4) , otherwise -15°±1°. Deformation and cracks are the basis for recognizing the inherent quality of the product tested.
Among the most important features of the experimental procedure one can indicate a mounting of the equipment in the same position as it appears during exploitation. The coupling device was tested to check whether it could be mounted in the Sports Utility Vehicle (in this case Hyundai Tucson). Markers were used to capture displacement in 3D coordinate system, Fig. 4 . They were stuck along the major axis of the coupling device.
The boat frame was examined using displacement control. Symmetrical signals were applied to load a beam. An induction sensor was used to measure a movement in the selected single direction. Markers for DIC analysis were located along major axes of the frame components tested. The basic coordinate system was attributed to the anti-vibration platform. The main aim of the experiment was to examine the frame resistance under fatigue conditions. DIC system was also used to investigate vibration of 3.0 diesel engine of Porsche Cayenne (SUV) after exploitation. In this case markers were arranged on the engine cover and bumper of the car. The major engine axis was rotated under rotational velocity up to 2500 RPM. The aim of this experiment was to identify vibrations of the car engine with respect to exhaustion of the gummetal absorbers.
The PONTOS 5M was applied in all stages of the experimental procedure to capture variations of displacement as a function of time. It enabled to determine distribution of displacement vectors in 2D and 3D coordinate systems. The results were analysed in order to indicate a characteristic features of the objects examined.
RESULTS
Data showing variations of displacement for the structural components tested are presented in Figs.4÷6. Looking at the results a distribution of displacement vectors can be easily studied.
In the case of coupling device this data were represented by displacement in the 0x direction, because such data are very important from engineering point of view. The results necessary for designing of this element can be easily deduced basing on DIC's data. They can be presented in the form of digital files including 3D displacement components versus time. On the basis of these data a location and deflection of major axis of the coupling device can be established. Such results also enable identification of the weak and strong zones under the cyclic loading. More importantly, a movement of elements in the mounting zone can be evaluated. The results representing boat frame investigation are illustrated in the form of displacement vector components, Fig. 5 . They enable to distinguish differences between movement of beams and bracket. Also a behaviour of the weld zones can be characterised (appeared in the lowest part of the structural component), Fig. 5 . The weakest regions can be easily identified, since they are represented by a low stiffness or damage zones that correspond to the displacement increase.
Car engine was studied on the basis of variations of displacement resultant vector serving as the effective indicator of vibrations, Fig. 6 . In the analysis an orientation of the vectors was considered. The vectors were determined for different values of rotational velocity. The results showed a single direction of displacement vector. It was observed for the entire range of rotational velocity applied (up to 2 500 RPM). In comparison to the typical behaviour of car engine the vectors length and direction well identify a difference in mechanical properties of the gummetal absorber. It is clearly illustrated in Fig. 7 . The resultant vector achieved the maximum value equal to 4.5 mm. On the basis of these data engineers are able to estimate exhaustion of the anti-vibration components.
SUMMARY
DIC method enables capturing the results in 2D and 3D coordinates systems for various types of loading (static or cyclic).
It can be used for determination of the full-field strain maps, stress-strain characteristics and such mechanical properties as: Young's modulus, yield point and ultimate tensile strength. The results can be elaborated in the form of maps representing distribution of: strain components, major and minor strain, and equivalent strain.
In the case of structural components their kinematic quantities, like a displacement, velocity and acceleration, can be determined as a function of time. Each of them can be represented by vectors, and variations of their magnitudes versus time. On the basis of DIC results a deflection together with detection of the strong and soft zones located on the structural components can be effectively identified.
